
Retail Product Overview

Create Your 
On-Demand 
Library With—

25 DVD movies

50 hours of video

15,000 songs

15,000 photos

50 computer games

The 750GB Pushbutton Backup External 

Hard Drive is the first external drive to use  

the revolutionary Seagate perpendicular 

recording technology  

Summary

An On-Demand World requires massive amounts of affordable 
storage in products that fit well with our increasingly miniaturized 
and mobile electronics. With the shift to smaller desktop and laptop 
computers, it is no longer desirable to have a huge box under 
the desk just to provide the processing and storage necessary to 
manage our digital lives. Today’s storage must be desktop- and 
laptop-friendly, and that means ever-larger capacities with an 
incredibly small desktop footprint.

Introducing the Seagate® 750GB Pushbutton Backup External Hard 
Drive, an entire library on your desk that takes up the same space 
as a stapler or tape dispenser. You can now create an on-demand 
library containing all of the following: 

•  25 DVD movies 

•  50 hours of home video

•  15,000 songs

•  15,000 photos

•  50 computer games 

And still have enough left over to easily back up at least an 
additional 300GB of data from your desktop and laptop PCs. 

750GB PuSHBuTTon BackuP
ExTErnal HarD DrivE
The world’s first and smallest 750GB 
3.5-inch desktop drive



Specifications
Spindle Speed (RPM) 7200

Cache (Mbytes) 16 

Nonoperating Shock Resistance (Gs) 350

Activity Indicator Blue LED

Dimensions

      Horizontal Orientation 7.125'' D x 6.5'' W x 2.25'' H

      Vertical Orientation (w/pedestal) 7.125'' D x 3'' W x 6.75'' H

Weight 2 lb., 9.5 oz.

750GB PuSHBuTTon BackuP
ExTErnal HarD DrivE
The world’s first and smallest 750GB 3.5-inch desktop drive 
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Best-Fit applications

• Securely and reliably save memories (photos, 
video, music, business files) for years to come.

• Add massive storage capacity to desktop and 
notebook computers, or archive, back up and 
retrieve huge amounts of data. Think of your 
Pushbutton Backup External Hard Drive as 
your storage vault for protecting and preserving 
critical business data.

The Seagate advantage

The 750GB Pushbutton Backup External Hard 
Drives are beautifully engineered, inside and 
out, with state-of-the-art features and work-
of-art design. They’re exceptionally durable, 
conveniently portable and perfectly stackable.

•  Safeguards valuable data for years to come

•  Sleek and elegant structure dissipates heat, so 
they run much cooler than any other external 
drives.

• Hot-swappable, so you can connect and 
disconnect without turning off your computer. 
And you have the versatility of connecting via 
USB 2.0 or FireWire.

• Compatible with PC and Mac.

Features and Benefits

With industry-leading data density of up to 
188GB per platter, the 750GB Pushbutton Backup 
External Hard Drive is the first external drive 
to use Seagate perpendicular recording. By 
reducing components and space requirements, 
this revolutionary technology ensures the best 
reliability and performance of any PC hard drive in 
its class. 

Massive storage 
You can safely store business files, movies and 
photos, the latest games, your favorite music 
and more. And the interlocking design lets you 
securely expand your storage. Seagate makes it 
easy to store and back up all data.

Engineered for high performance 
These 7200-RPM drives with whisper-quiet 
motors let you effortlessly store and work with 
massive amounts of data.

Pushbutton backup 
Award-winning BounceBack Express software 
from CMS backs up faster and easier than any 
other method.

Built for safety and security 
Seagate hard drives are safeguarded by built-
in self-monitoring technology that continuously 
checks your hard drive for data safety and drive 
performance. SeaTools diagnostic software is 
included.

Worry-free, one-year warranty 
Full guarantee covers all parts and labor.

Free tech support 
Rely on Seagate for friendly, free technical advice 
even after your warranty ends.

www.seagate.com

1-800-732-4283 (1-800-SEaGaTE)


